


Business Communication Skills



Importance of Communication

Communication is important because it is 
about how information is sent and received 
within firms.

The way information is communicated is 
often governed by how firms are structured



More on Business Structure
Centralisation
Managers keep control
Decisions are made in 
the interests of the 
whole business
Costs can be cut by 
standardising
purchasing and so on
Strong leadership

Decentralisation
Empowering and 
motivating

Freeing up senior 
managers’ time

Better knowledge of 
those closer to 
customers

Good staff development



Channels of Communication

Communication in organisations follows paths 
or channels

Communication between managers and 
subordinates is known as vertical 
communication

This is because the information flows up or 
down the hierarchy



Vertical/Lateral Communication

Organisation chart shows vertical (black 
arrows) and lateral

Finance Marketing Production

Board of Directors

Finance Officers
Marketing
Assistants

Factory
Operatives



Channels of Communication
Channels between departments or functions 
involve lateral communication

As well as formal channels of communication, 
information also passes through an organisation 
informally

Communication is not complete until feedback 
has been received



Improving communication skills

Improving sender skills

Improving receiver skills 
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Improving communication skills 

Improving sender skills  



By making persuasive presentations: 
emphasizing accuracy and simplicity, 
demonstrating self-confidence
By improving writing skills: 
clarity, readability, correct spelling and 
grammar, and logical and clear thinking
By sending proper nonverbal 
messages: 
body languages showing respect, warmth, 
and a willingness to listen.  



Improving communication skills

�By improving listening 
skills: having conservations 
with employees, listening to 
people through gatherings 

Improving receiver skills



By improving reading skills:
Reading documents carefully and 
slowly. 



By improving observing skills: 

observing and interpreting 
nonverbal communications 



GOOD COMMUNICATOR
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• An Active Listener,

• An Effective Presenter,

• A Quick Thinker.

• A Win-Win Negotiator.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD COMMUNICATOR?
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Source:

• Why to communicate?

• What to communicate?

• Usefulness of the communication.

• Accuracy of the Information to be communicated.
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• Encoding:
• The process of transferring the information you 

want to communicate into a form that can be sent 

and correctly decoded at the other end.

• Ability to convey the information.

• Eliminate sources of confusion. For e.g. cultural 

issues, mistaken assumptions, and missing 

information.               

• Knowing your audience.
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• Written Communication Channels

– Letters,

– e-Mails,

– Memos,

– Reports.

• Verbal Communication Channels

– Face-To-Face meetings,

– Telephones,

– Video Conferencing.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

• Verbal Communication

• Written Communication
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• EFFECTIVE DECODING:
– Listen actively,

– Reading information carefully,

– Avoid Confusion,

– Ask question for better understanding.
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• THE INFLUENCE FOR RECEIVER:

• The prior knowledge can influence the receiver’s 

understanding of the message.

• Blockages in the receiver’s mind.

• The surrounding disturbances.
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FEEDBACK:

Feedback can be:

• Verbal Reactions and Non-Verbal 
Reactions.

• Positive feedback and Negative feedback.
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CONTEXT:

1.Various Cultures

2.Language

3.Location or Place (Restaurant, Office, etc).

4.Situation

The sender needs to communicate the context to the 
receiver for better clarity in the communication 
process.
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WHAT DID WE LEARN?

• Every person’s thought process influences the 
individual understanding.

So be an active listener......
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Few tips towards Active Listening       good 
communicator

1. Understand your own communication style.

2. Be an active listener.

3. Use normal communication.

4. Give Feedback
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1.  Understand your own communication style:

• High level of self-awareness to creating good & 

long lasting impression on others.

• Understand how others perceive you.

• Make others comfortable by selecting 

appropriate behavior that suits your personality 

while listening. (Ideally nodding your head).
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2. Be An Active Listener:
• Listen with a purpose.

• Purpose can be to gain information, obtain 
directions, understand others, solve problems, 
share interest, see how another person feels, 
show support, etc. 

• If it is difficult to concentrate then repeat the 
speakers words in your mind.
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3. Use Non-verbal Communication:

• Smile, 

• Gestures,

• Eye contact,

• Your posture.
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4. Give Feedback

• Remember that what someone says and what 

we hear can be amazingly different.

• Repeat back or summarize to ensure that you 

understand.

• Restate what you think you heard and ask, 

"Have I understood you correctly?"
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Some major areas of nonverbal behaviors to explore are:

• Eye contact

• Facial expressions

• Gestures

• Posture and body orientation

• Humor

USING NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION 

SKILLS EFFECTIVELY
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- The strongest muscle in your 
body is your tongue. USE IT 
EFFECTIVELY.

- Your language reflects your 
though. USE IT EFFECTIVELY.
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Any Questions?



Effective Listening Skills

December 2015 Draft



� Importance of Listening

� What is Effective Listening

� Characteristics of Listening

� Steps to Effective Listening

� The Process of Listening

� Why Few People Listen Effectively

� Benefits of Effective Listening

� References

� Suggested Readings 



Why listening is important?



The following saying summarizes the 
importance of listening: "We have two 
ears and one mouth so that we can 
listen twice as much as we speak.“



What communication skill can be 
more basic than listening? 

� We spend more time 
listening than any other 
activity except breathing, 
yet we listen at only a 
fraction of our potential. 
Because we believe 
ourselves to be good 
listeners we seldom make 
an effort to improve.



Importance of Listening
– listening is important for a 
number of reasons: fostering 
good self-esteem, improving 
relationships, and even 
becoming a better 
communicator.



What is Effective Listening?

� Effective listening skills are the 
ability to actively understand information 
provided by the speaker (communicator), 
and display interest in the topic discussed. 
It can also include providing the speaker 
with feedback, by asking questions so the 
speaker knows the message is received.



� Effective Listening is a skill 
using multiple senses to 
comprehend the message being 
sent by the sender/speaker.



Listening: as a communication 
skill

� Listening is one of the most important 
communication skills

� We probably spend more time using our 
Listening Skills than any other kind of skill

� Like other skills, Listening takes practice

� Real Listening is an active process

� Listening requires attention



Characteristics of Listening

L = Look interested

I =  Involve yourself by 
responding

S = Stay on target

T = Test your understanding

E = Evaluate the message

N = Neutralize your feelings



10 Steps to Effective Listening
Step 1: Face the speaker and maintain 
eye contact.

Step 2: Be attentive, but relaxed.

Step 3: Keep an open mind.

Step 4: Listen to the words and try to 
picture what the speaker is saying.

Step 5: Don’t interrupt and don’t impose 
your “solutions.”



10 Steps to Effective Listening 
Step 6: Wait for the speaker to pause to ask 
clarifying questions.

Step 7: Ask questions only to ensure 
understanding.

Step 8: Try to feel what the speaker is 
feeling.

Step 9: Give the speaker regular feedback.

Step 10: Pay attention to what isn’t said—to 
nonverbal cues.



The Process of Listening can be 
categorized into 4 main areas

� Hear

� Clarify

� Interpret

� Respond



Hear

To listen actively and effectively, one must be a 
good hearer. Hearing involves picking up the 
sounds of the speaker by performing these actions:

� Allow the other person to talk.

� Avoid interruptions.

� Clear one's mind of distractions.

� Encourage the speaker to elaborate on what is 
being said through verbal and nonverbal cues. 



� Focus on the speaker; e.g., maintain eye 
contact. 

� Listen to what is said and not how it is 
said. 

� Encourage speaker's physical behavior to 
further talking. 

� Observe nonverbal behavior as well as 
what is said. 

� Use open-ended questions to encourage 
the speaker to continue talking.



Clarify
Often, what is said is not completely or accurately 
heard. Although the speaker has the responsibility 
to ensure that what he or she said is understood, 
the reality is that the listener must make some 
effort, too. Here are some steps to help clarify what 
was said:

� Ask open-end questions to probe for further 
detail. 

� Avoid asking leading questions to get the desired 
comment or response. 



� Avoid coming to conclusions before the speaker 
finishes. 

� Be cognizant of the speaker's choice and 
application of words. 

� Encourage feedback through questioning. 

� Keep all of your questions pertinent to the topic. 

� Be focused on what was said and body language. 

� Maintain two-way communication. 

� Paraphrase what was said and verify for accuracy. 

� Try to separate assumptions from facts and data.



Interpret

After clarifying what the speaker said, 
be ready to interpret the message. 
Interpretation requires understanding 
of what was said. Here are some steps 
for interpreting a speaker's remarks: 

� Avoid taking what the speaker says by 
looking at feelings.



� Concentrate on facts and data, not 
perceptions. 

� Distinguish between assumptions, and facts 
and data. 

� Identify the main ideas. 

� Pay attention to nonverbal communications 
to determine sincerity about what is said. 



Respond
Sometimes we have to respond to what the 
speaker says. Of the four steps, this one is 
optional. Any response will have a 
physiological, emotional, and psychological 
aspect to it. Here are some steps to respond 
effectively: 

� Be sincere. 

� Conduct follow-up, if necessary.



� Demonstrate a physiological (e.g., body 
language) and psychological response. 

� Exhibit empathy. 

� Exhibit verbal and nonverbal cues that 
build bridges rather than walls between 
the project manager and the speaker. 

� Seek feedback on your response.



Why Few People Listen Effectively





Benefits of Effective Listening

� Enhances productivity

� Improves relations

� Avoids conflict

� Improves understanding

� Improves negotiation 
skills

� Helps you stand out

� People will appreciate it



Summary
� Spend more time listening, and less time 

talking.

� Find interest in communication to the 
others.

� A Good listener keeps the communication 
path open.

� Read between the lines, a message has 
both content (words) and feelings.



� Take notes, we think faster than we talk.

� Assume the proper stance, assuming the 
stance of an attentive listener can actually 
improve listening.

� Beware of your filters, people have 
different filters based on their cultures, 
upbringing and genders. Men and women 
often have different kinds of filters that 
can cause listening problems.



Any Questions?
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INTERVIEWING SKILLS
The Career Center @ Towson University



THE MAIN EVENT OF THE JOB 

SEARCH: INTERVIEWING!

• Among those of  hundreds of  applicants for a job, your 

resume and cover letters were strong enough to prompt a 

potential employer to invite you for an interview—

Congratulations!

• You have made it though the “paper chase” of  the job 

search, and now are ready to move on to the interviewing 

phase.

• Prepare well – it’s the interview that will get you the job.



INTERVIEWING IS A 

SKILL

• Like any other skill, your interviewing improves with 

practice.

• Call to schedule a mock interview with the Career Center.

• Practice makes perfect!



TYPES OF INTERVIEWS

• One-on-One

• Group

• Panel

• Screening

• Phone

• Task or Technical

• Presentation

TIP: When you are invited to an interview, be sure to ask what type of 

interview you will have with the potential employer.



INTERVIEW PREPARATION

There are three important keys to effectively 

preparing yourself  to shine in the interview.

1) Know yourself

2) Dress the part

3) Research the organization



KNOW YOURSELF

• How well do you fit the job description?

• What are the skills, abilities, and qualities you have that can 

benefit the organization?

• Why are you the best fit for the job and the organization?



DRESS 

FOR 

SUCCESS

PROFESSIONAL DRESS REQUIREMENTS – YOU MUST WEAR A SUIT!

Conservative dark suit No visible body piercing, tattoos

Polished, closed-toe dress shoes Minimal jewelry

Conservative hair style (cut and styled) No cologne or perfume

Well–groomed Minimal make-up

Conservative hem and necklines Pressed shirt/blouse

Dark socks (men) and pantyhose (women)



WHAT TO BRING
Prepare a travel folder that includes:

• Name, address and phone number of  the organization 
and  your contact

• Directions – make sure you know where you are going; 
take a practice drive before if  possible

• Copies of  your resume and reference sheet; paper and 
pen

• List of  questions you will ask

• Professional portfolio (if  applicable)



RESEARCH THE 

ORGANIZATION
Employers expect you to know what the organization is, what it does and how that fits into 

your employment plans.

• What do you know about the organization?

• What are the organization’s main services/products, values, structure, culture?  Recent 

news?  Leaders?

• Is the organization financially stable?

• Use the company’s Web site and Google  to find information.



THE INTERVIEW DAY
• Take time to compose yourself  when you arrive. 

The interview begins when you step out of  the car.

• Greet everyone in a friendly and professional 

manner; often staff  are asked their opinion of  

candidates.

• Greet interviewer by name, with a smile, and direct 

eye contact.

• Offer a firm, not bone-crushing, handshake.

• Be calm; be aware of  non-verbal/body language.



HOW TO SHAKE HANDS

• Smile and make eye contact as you shake hands.

• Extend your hand; your palm should touch the palm of  the interviewer

• Use a firm handshake; adjust your grip to the other person’s hand.

• Hold the handshake for 2 to 3 seconds making a slight up and down 

pumping motion.

Tip:   Carry a tissue in your 

pocket.  If your palms are 

sweaty, wipe them dry before 

you go into the interview.



TELL ME ABOUT 

YOURSELF

• Describe yourself  professionally, not personally.

• Consider your answer a “30-second commercial” or 

an “elevator moment” that is about your 

professional accomplishments.

• State your skills and experience and how they relate 

to the position.



THE INTERVIEW 

BEGINS
• Ask permission to take a few notes during the interview in case you need 

clarification at the end of  the interview.

• Listen carefully to questions. It’s okay to ask for clarification

• Use 5-second fillers to help you remember such as, “That is a good question, let me 
think about it for a moment,” or, “Would you please repeat the question so I am sure 
of  your meaning.”

• Show interest in the position through your eye contact, posture and 
attentiveness. 

• If  you are interviewed by several people, make eye contact with each one as you 
respond to questions.

• Paint your bridges, don’t burn them - Remember that you are interviewing the 
organization as well as being interviewed. You may meet the same persons 
(recruiters) again in another organization.



BEHAVIORAL 

QUESTIONS

• Often, employers ask questions that will determine how well 

you use your skills and abilities in real-life situations.

• This concept is called behavioral-based interviewing; the 

rational  is that past experiences predict future behavior. 



THE STAR METHOD

• Include in your answer:

• S=Situation (Describe the situation)

• T=Technique (What approach did you use?)

• A=Action (What action did you take?)

• R=Result (What was the result of  your action?)



BE PREPARED TO GIVE 

EXAMPLES  
• Behavioral questions illustrate that past experiences can 

predict future behavior.

• Always include outcomes – what happened and what did 

you learn.

• For example:

• Describe a challenging project or assignment.

• Tell me about a time when a project or assignment did not go 

well.

• Tell me about a time when you improved a process either at 

work or in the classroom.



SAMPLE QUESTION AND 

ANSWER
Recruiter: 

“I see that you worked with company X.  Give me some examples of  key 
accomplishments and lessons that you learned on the job.”

Student: 

“One year ago I was offered an internship with X company based on my 
specialized training in graphic and Web page design.  My main 
responsibility was to create a new Web page design that was more user 
friendly than the one they were using prior to my hire.  Currently, my 
Web design is still in use and has supported the business by acting as a 
viable, effective marketing tool.”



“WHY SHOULD I CONSIDER YOU A 

STRONG APPLICANT FOR THIS 

POSITION?”

Articulate what’s in your resume.

• Be self-assured, not arrogant.

• Relate your knowledge, skills and abilities directly to the job. 



THE “WEAKNESS” 

QUESTION
• Everyone has a weakness. A weakness is a deficient skill 

that you have or need to improve. A weakness is not a 

character flaw. 

• Be honest and always use an example that is NOT job-

related.

• Always describe the weakness in the past tense and 

discuss briefly how you have improved.

• Avoid trite answers such as, “I am a perfectionist.”



GOOD AND BAD 

ANSWERS
"I do such a good job that it makes everyone else envious of  how great I am.“

"I've never been in a position with enough influence to do any damage, so I'm 

not sure.“

“My greatest weakness would have to be speaking in public. I don't think it's 

something that comes naturally to me, so I've taken courses X and Y to get 

some practice, as well as put myself  in situations where I was forced to 

improve."



WHAT QUESTIONS DO 

YOU HAVE FOR ME?
• Prepare a list of  at least three to five 

intelligent/researched  questions. 

• Google “Interview Questions to Ask” as a guide 
to formulating pertinent questions.

• Lead off  a question with what you do know 
based on your research.

• Do NOT ask about salary, benefits, or vacation 
time. These issues are discussed when you are 
extended a job offer.



FOLLOWING THE INTERVIEW

• Be sure you ask for business cards before you leave the interview. 

• Send thank you notes to each interviewer.

• Each interviewer receives a thank you note.

• You can follow up in a few weeks.

• Call the organization and ask about the interview process.

• Remember that finding a full-time position is a full-time job in 
itself.

• There may be many applicants and only a few positions available.

• Don’t be thin-skinned.

• Remain positive.

• Continue your search as you wait for job offers.



7800 Building, Suite 206

410-704-2233

Hours: M-F, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Express Hours: M-Th, 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.

www.towson.edu/careercenter

careercenter@towson.edu



Any Questions?
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Influencing & 
Persuasion Skills
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• Introduction

• Credibility

• Important Factors In Influencing 
Others

• An insight into Influencing  (How are 
we influenced?)

• Practical Activity

• Suggested  Readings 
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Everyone is a person of influence….

Even though we have an impact on nearly everyone around 

us, our level of influence is not the same with everyone
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� You act consistently and show credibility

� You show integrity

� you are trying to influence

Your Level Of Influence Increases
When:
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� Never Assume People Believe You

� but be truthful by habit anyway

� Never Assume People Understand You

� but explain things as clearly as you 
can

� Downplay Any Benefits To Yourself

� but be ready to acknowledge the 
effects of educated self-interest

Credibility 
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Credible behavior and a personal 
integrity will allow others to trust you…

The key to successfully influencing 
people over the long term is winning 
their trust 
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Important Factors In Influencing 
Others

• Show Credibility and Integrity

• Make People Feel Important

• See Things From the Other Person’s 

Viewpoint 

• Nurture People by Showing Genuine 

Concern for Others

• Have Faith in People

• Always Listen to Other People

• Navigate the Path for Other People

• Connect with Others
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An insight into 
Influencing

How are we influenced?

Dr. Robert Cialdini’s - Six Principles 
of Influence
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Cialdini’s 6 Principles of 
Influencing
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1. Reciprocation
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1. Reciprocation

• One person is required to 
repay in kind what another 
person has provided

• “One good turn deserves 
another”
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2. Consistency
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2 . Consistency
• Most people have a desire to look 

and be consistent with their words, 
beliefs, attitudes and deeds 
because:

• Good personal consistency is highly 
valued by society

• Consistent behaviour provides 
beneficial approach to daily life

• “Doing what you said you would do”
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3. Social Proof
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3 . Social Proof

• People often decide what to do 

or believe in a certain situation 

by looking at what other people 

are doing and believing

• “it’s the way things are done 

around here”
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4. Liking
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4. Liking

•People prefer to say 

‘YES’ to those they 

know and like
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5. Authority

•People have a deep-

seated obedience and 

compliance towards 

requests from authority
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6. Scarcity

•According to the 

scarcity principle, 

people assign more 

value to 
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Influencing Others -
Activity 

Reciprocity

Consistency

Social Proof

Liking

Authority

Scarcity 

Working in small groups discuss 
how you could each influence a 
colleague using one of Cialdini’s six 
principles
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Learn More

Harvard Business Review Articles

The Necessary Art of Persuasion
Jay Conger

The Uses (and Abuses) of Influence
An Interview with Robert Cialdini by Sarah Cliffe

Change the Way You Persuade
Gary A. Williams and Robert B. Miller

How to Give a Killer Presentation
Chris Anderson

Harvard Business Review Press Books

HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Communication

Harvard Business Review Video

Connect with Any Audience
Nancy Duarte

Take Control of Your Nonverbal Communication
Nick Morgan

28
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Any Questions?
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PERSUASION SKILLS IN SALES



The Basic Sales Cycle

�What is the first step in the sales 
process?
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The Basic Sales Cycle

�Listening/Observing  - Needs 
Analysis
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The Basic Sales Cycle:

needs analysis

�How do we determine/analyze a 
customer’s needs?
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The Basic Sales Cycle

�Listening/Observing   - Needs 
Analysis

�Analyze/Recommend -
Recommendation
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The Basic Sales Cycle

Recommendation

� When presenting information to a 
customer or recommending an 
alternative what is critical to our 
success?

� What will determine if it is the right 
solution? 
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The Basic Sales Cycle

�Listening/Observing   - Needs 
Analysis

�Analyze/Recommend –
Recommendation

�Identify/Handle Objections –
Preparing the Close
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The Basic Sales Cycle

Preparing the Close

�What does this mean “preparing” 
the close?

�Examples?
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The Basic Sales Cycle

� Listening/Observing   - Needs Analysis

� Analyze/Recommend –
Recommendation

� Identify/Handle Objections – Preparing 
the Close

� Ask for the Sale – Closing
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The Basic Sales Cycle

Closing

�What is closing?
� It is a sales term which refers to the 

process of making a sale
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The Basic Sales Cycle

� Listening/Observing   - Needs Analysis

� Analyze/Recommend –
Recommendation

� Identify/Handle Objections – Preparing 
the Close

� Ask for the Sale – Closing

� Build Follow Up Opportunity 
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The Basic Sales Cycle

1. Needs Analysis

2. Recommendation

3. Preparing the 
Close

4. Closing

5. Repeat

Recommend

Prepare 

the Close

Repeat/Referral

Business

Close

Needs

Analysis



�Be More Persuasive in 
Conversation
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� 1) The conservation should be a 
natural one, and being able to relate 
to the person or people you are 
talking to is essential if you’re to get 
them to pay attention to what you 
have to say. You’re competing with 
other sales people who are calling 
them all day long.

2/2/2019
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�2) All customers are different and 
their needs vary by individual, by 
market, and by industry. Knowing and 
catering to those needs is key to 
getting ahead of the competition. The 
stats can attest to this as well. Only 13 
percent of customers surveyed believe 
a sales person can understand their 
needs. 2/2/2019

15



�3) Being cognizant of your 
prospects’ / customers' time can 
mean the difference between 
being effective and being 
annoying. If you want to persuade 
them to join in, you have to be 
aware that their time is valuable, 
too.

2/2/2019
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Any Questions
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Nonverbal Communication





introduction

�The most important thing in 

communication is hearing 

what isn’t said.



What is Nonverbal Communication?

Nonverbal communication is the process of 

conveying a message without the use of words. 

It can include gestures and facial expressions, tone 

voice, posture and where you stand as you 
communicate



What is Nonverbal Communication?

Nonverbal communication includes sending & receiv

essages without using words.

xamples include:

Physical Appearance

Body Language

Pictures, Symbols & Drawings



Principles of Nonverbal Communication

Nonverbal Communication Is Fluid

Chances are you have had many experiences 

where words were misunderstood, or where the 

meaning of words was unclear. When it comes to 

nonverbal communication, meaning becomes 

fluid.



Nonverbal Communication Is Fast

Your nonverbal communication includes bot

intentional and unintentional messages, but 

since it all happens so fast, the unintentional 

ones can contradict what you know you are 

supposed to say or how you are supposed to

react.



Nonverbal Communication Can Add to or 
Replace Verbal Communication

presenting a speech this is particularly true. We 

communicate nonverbally more than we engage 

verbal communication, and often use nonverbal 

expressions to add to, or even replace, words we 

might otherwise say. We use a nonverbal gesture 

called an illustrator to communicate our message 
effectively and reinforce our point.



Nonverbal Communication Is Universal

�It may not look the same, or get used in the 

same way, but it will still be nonverbal 

communication in its many functions and 

displays.



Nonverbal Communication Is Confusing 
and Contextual

�We need contextual clues to help us 

understand, or begin to understand, what 

a movement, gesture, or lack of display 

means.



Nonverbal Communication Is Key in the 
Speaker/Audience Relationship

When we first see each other, before anyone

says a word, we are already sizing each othe

up. Within the first few seconds we have mad

judgments about each other based on what 

we wear, our physical characteristics, even o

posture.



types of nonverbal communication

�Space

�Time

�Physical characteristics

�Body movements

�Touch

�Paralanguage

�Artifacts



First Impressions

ou only have seven

conds to make a first 

pression!

tudies have shown that 

onverbal cues have the 

pact on the impression 

ou make over anything 

ou say.

�What can you do?

�Posture

�Smile

�Eye Contact

�Good handshake

�(body language)



Nonverbal Communication

Body language is important when you speak, but it is

equally important as you listen.

Active listening is the process of giving the sender 

eedback that indicates your receipt and 

nderstanding of the message.

Connect – smile, eye contact

Feedback – nod, take notes



Global Impact – Body Language

dia

aking your head from side-to-side is an 

firmative (yes) gesture.

pan

moving your shoes before entering a 

me or place of worship is a sign of 

spect.

iddle East

owing the soles of one’s shoes is rude.





Think About It!

In which countries are speakers expected to look at and 

speak directly to listeners?

In which countries should speakers show respect by eye 

contact, speaking in soft tones and approaching their 

subject indirectly?

Cultural Example

A Canadian will say “no” by simply stating “no,” whereas 

Korean who wants to communicate the same message m

say, “That might be very difficult.”



Any Questions?



Effective Oral Presentation



Objective of Oral Communication

• To Inform

• To Educate

• To Convince

• To Persuade

• To Lead to Action 



Styles of Oral Communication

• Informative

• Persuasive

• Educative



Purpose of the Presentation

• to inform

• to persuade

• to entertain

May have:

• general purpose

• specific purpose

Checking that purpose was achieved

• audience response - questions



Audience

• Having a clear idea about who they are:

- experience

- age

- interest

- reason for attending

- range of variation

- range of response



– Studies showed that simplifying and repeating the 
main idea will result in increased attentiveness and 
retention

– language and tone of voice together supply 93% of 
the overall message impact.

• Remember, the speaker is always the focal point of 

presentation, visual assistance helps

• Pace of the presentation

• Flow of the information presented



• not rely on the audience to fill in gaps and 

reach appropriate conclusions.

• To understand different types of presentations 

and organization.



Planning Your Presentation 
What do you present? Why do you present?

How do you
Present?

Who is your audience?

How Long do you present? Where do you present?



Plan the speech

• consider the purpose

• consider the audience

• consider the context

• consider the physical setting

• identify main ideas

• research and find supporting material for the message

• plan and organise the material

• plan and organise the supporting material



Useful Tools to Overcome Speech Anxiety 

• Symptoms of Speech Anxiety:

–Nervous when asked to give a speech? 
Before speech your heart is racing? Are 
you fearful that you will begin to shake? 
Are you fearful that your words will 
somehow be lost? Are you afraid that you 
are not going to be understood?





Useful Tools to Overcome Speech Anxiety

• Skills Training

–Do practice your speech at home

–Breathe slowly and deeply before/during 
speech

–Keep your body relaxed



Practice ..practice ..practice



Useful Tools to Overcome Speech Anxiety

• Skills Training

– Do memorize your first and last few sentences

– Do divert your nervous energy into helpful gestures 

and movements, do not repress your nervousness

– Don’t pace

– Don’t fumble with a pencil, watch, or ring while you 

speak

– Don’t speak too rapidly





Presentations – Opening and Closings

• Each presentation has an 

–Introduction (tell them what you are 

going to tell them)

–Body (tell them)

–Conclusion (tell them what you just 

told them)



Openings

• Purpose 

– Grab audience’s attention so that they will want to 

hear what you have to say

– Should be a “grabber” or “attention seeker”

– Not only arouse interest, but also suggest theme of 

speech

– Openings can be words dramatic……..

– Opening does not have to have words, you can use 

gestures, demonstration, silence – related to the topic



Good Openings

• Startling question

• Challenging statement

• Appropriate short quotation or illustration

• Surprising generalization

• Exhibit – object, article, picture



Closings of Presentation 
• Purpose

–Leave the audience with something to 
remember

–Closing can be dramatic, emotional, ……..

–Closing does not have to have words; you can 
use gestures, a demonstration or silence

–Closing must tie with your opening and your 
theme



Good Closings

• Call or an appeal for definite action

• Appropriate short quotation or 

illustration

• Exhibit – an object, article, picture



Body Presentation Strategy 

(Deductive Strategy)
• Decide on what sort of message you will be delivering

• Deductive Strategy
– Speaker immediately presents the main idea, provides the 

supporting detail, then recaps the main idea. 

– Usually used to present good news or routine statements

• Example: 
– Main Idea: My grant proposal was funded

– Detail: This means more money for research …

– Recap: Hard work is rewarded.  



Body Presentation Strategy 

(Inductive Strategy)
• Speaker begins only by hinting at the main idea, then 

presents details leading to the main idea 

• After details the main idea is communicated

• Example: 

– Hint: We compliment your research efforts and would 
like to explain some recent events – NSF funding was 
cut, strategic direction was changed, ..

– Main Idea: Although it was a good effort, we must pull 
the funding from this line of research. 

– Recap: You will need to switch directions of research. 



Presentation Organization 
• OIBCC:

– Opening – grab attention

– Introduction – “Why bring this topic up?”

– Body –

• Remember that for every important point that you make, you 
must provide support and this support can take the form of 

– Statistics, illustrations, or specific examples. 

– Conclusion – summarize briefly points 

– Close – last strong sentences that leave the audience with 
something to remember 



For persuasive speeches
• PREPY

– Point of View – “Smoking is hazardous for your life”

– Reasons – “Smoking causes cancer”

– Examples/Evidence – “50,000 people die per year 
from cancer”

– Point of view restated – “If you want a long full life, 
give up cigarettes”

– “You” oriented – “Take the first step tonight and sign 
up for ‘no more smoking’ seminar”



Visual Assistance
• Studies show that people store and access 

information in three primary ways: 

– Visual, audio, kinesthetic

• Adults retain and learn: 

– 10% what they read

– 20% what they hear

– 30% what they read and hear

– 50% what they hear and see

– 90% what they do



• Visuals support the speech, they are NOT 
the primary message

• Visuals are only used to dramatize and 
clarify the message

• Visuals should assist you in controlling
–And Flow of the information 



message impact can be divided into three factors: 

• Body language

–Contributes 55% toward message impact

• Tone of voice

–Contributes 38% toward message impact

• Actual words

–Contributes 7% toward message impact





Place (Where)





Audience (Who)

• Background

• Age

• Hobby

• Interest



Any Questions?


